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The David Allen Approach 

 

[The following method for organising your projects and activities is developed 

from David Allen’s excellent and detailed account in: David Allen, Getting 

Things Done: the art of stress-free productivity (2001, 2015) – US Penguin 

Books; UK Piatkus: London. See also: http://gettingthingsdone.com/] 

 

The palest ink is better than the most retentive memory. Doubly so, in fact, for 

not only does the ink never forget, it also allows the mind to let go of trying to 

remember thus releasing it to focus creatively on the present.  

 

The core of this approach is to write down anything that might become a 

distracting thought and file it so that you will retrieve it when you need to do 

so. Because of the Zeigarnik Effect, any project or task for which you have not 

planned the next action, and ensured that you will do it at the right time, may 

become a distracting thought. The method can be summarised as: 

A. Capture all your tasks and projects; 

B. Clarify the next action that needs to be taken for each project or task; 

C. Track the next action in a filing system that ensures that you take each 

action at the right time.  

 

One way to organise yourself is through creating the Comprehensive 

Calendar File. 

http://gettingthingsdone.com/
http://fdslive.oup.com/www.oup.com/booksites/uk/booksites/content/9780198747277/Ch%206,10%20Zeigarnik%20effect.pdf
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The  Comprehensive Calendar File  

We will describe this in terms of a one-drawer filing cabinet containing a 

number of hang-files. You might prefer to adapt it to other systems, such as 

an electronic system. The system involves two processes: filing; and 

retrieving.  

 

The filing works like this.  

 Within a filing cabinet drawer place 43 hang-files.  

 Number them in order: 1 to 31; and January to December.  

 Whenever there is something that you want to be reminded of on a 

particular day write a note to remind you and place it in the appropriate 

hang-file, together with any documents that go with it.  

 The ‘appropriate hang file’ is as follows:  

o if it is later this month (e.g. the 23rd), then in the hang file for 

that day (e.g. the hang-file numbered 23).  

o If it is later this year (e.g. in November) then place a reminder 

(with any associated documents) in the file labelled with the 

appropriate month (e.g. ‘November’) and note the day (e.g. 16th) 

on the reminder.  

o If it is next year or later, place a reminder in the file labelled 

‘January’ with a note of the date (including the year) on which 

you want to be reminded of it.  
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The retrieving involves  

 a daily habit of opening the hang-file for today (the file numbered with 

today’s date), and removing and examining all its contents.  

 And it involves a monthly habit, on the last day of the month (or the first 

day of the new month),  

o of examining the contents of the new month’s file, removing the 

materials (reminder notes and any accompanying documents),  

o and placing each of the materials in the appropriate numbered 

day file.  

 When examining the January file (on December 31st or January 1st)  

o there may be reminder notes for January (in which case place 

each of these in the appropriate numbered day file),  

o for a later month in the new year (in which case place each in 

the appropriate month file),  

o or for a later year (in which case leave in the January file where 

you will see it again in a year’s time).  

 

Although it sounds complicated, once this filing system has been set up and 

you have had a little experience working it, it becomes efficient and 

trustworthy. And once it is trustworthy you no longer worry about whether you 

might forget something. You are less distracted and can focus better on the 

moment. The Zeigarnik effect is tamed.   

  

Managing your projects 

Step 1: List every one of your projects. A project for this purpose is any task 

you have set yourself that cannot be completed in a single step. Writing the 

book, Manage your Mind (Managing your Mind) is a project, and so is 
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organising my wife’s birthday party. Decide when you next want to review 

your project list and place it in the appropriate ‘hang-file’ of your 

Comprehensive Calendar File. If you are not sure how often you wish to 

review your project list we recommend placing it in next month’s ‘hang-file’ 

and then reviewing (even if briefly) every month, updating as necessary. 

 

Step 2: For each project, determine the next action that needs to be taken: 

the precise next action, not a vague task.  

 

Step 3: For each next action decide when to take it.  

 

Step 4: File a reminder for each action in the appropriate hang-file within the 

Comprehensive Calendar File. 

 

Managing your ‘in-tray’ 

Go through your ‘in-tray’ – the various tasks, emails, letters etc. that are still to 

do. For each item decide whether to:  

drop it (no response needed);  

do it now;  

delegate it (if there is someone else who is more appropriate to deal 

with it);  

defer it (in which case file a reminder in the appropriate ‘hang-file’ of 

the Comprehensive Calendar File). 
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The two minute rule 

The rule is that if you can deal with an item in your in-tray within about two 

minutes, do so (it is not worth spending the time filing it if you can complete it 

within a short time). Many find this a useful rule of thumb that prevents the ‘in-

tray’ (emails and messages) from getting too long and out of hand. 

 

 


